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This is a story about the Thea sisters. They are Nicky, Colette, 

Pamela and Violet. Nicky is the most active. She has joined the Marathon. 
While she is practicing, she meets a girl who has joined the competition 
also. However, the girl Rhonda doesn’t want to speak to her. She looks 
down on Nicky. Rhonda is self- centered. Nicky is good-tempered and she 
isn’t angry at her. She even helps Rhonda when she falls down in the 
competition. 

 
Before she has her competition, Pamela’s pizza outlet has to face a 

problem. Someone wants them to sell the shop. That person has even set a 
fire. Therefore, the Thea sisters want to find the suspect to solve the 
problem. They have found that he is called Phoenix and he is the one who 
said he would help them if they gave him their shop. However, they can’t 
find any evidence. They think of an idea. They will go to Phoenix’s house 
to ask for sweets. Phoenix doesn’t have any sweets, so they ask him to go 
and buy some. When he has gone out, they found the evidence. They can 
finally help the police arrest him. They celebrate together happily at the 
end. 

 
Reflection 
 

I love this book because it is very beautiful. It is suitable for us to 
read. I think this story tells us not to look down on anyone because 
everyone has his strengths. His story also shows us how to get along with 
others. We need to treasure our friendship. We need to learn from Nicky. 
She is tender. Therefore everyone loves to make friends with her. Do you 
want to gain more friendship? You can try to be kind and generous. 

 
3E Chan Wing Yan 
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